Be inspired by the fascinating world of QUADRO full of fun, creative ideas and endless possibilities. QUADRO is easy to set up and rebuilt. Independent if you wish to build a climbing tower, an own castle or a big adventure playground with pool and slide, with QUADRO this is all possible. Due to the outstanding product features QUADRO grows with the increasing skills of your children during the years of childhood!

This catalog offers a wide product range, suitable for everybody. The my first QUADRO which is the smallest construction kit for little ones or the UNIVERSAL for advanced designers. Every construction kit can be combined with each other or upgraded with our slides, pools and other extension kits.

QUADRO is manufactured from high quality polyethylene and polypropylene allowing you to build and play all year long – spring, summer, fall and winter.

To create own fantasy models has never been easier. Our giant construction kits come together with a 3D program which let you easily create your own models on the PC. The product line miniQUADRO in scale 1:5 is optimal to plan ahead large QUADRO constructions in small while sitting at your desk.

Visit our model database at www.quadroworld.com/models. There you will find more than 200 model examples. Become a fan on Facebook and stay up-to-date! www.facebook.com/quadro or check out our youtube channel at www.youtube.com/quadroworld.
Everyone catches it eventually... the QUADRO fever!

my first QUADRO – the most economical GIANT CONSTRUCTION KIT in the QUADRO Premium Line not only offers an enormous variety of models, but also an unbeatable price-performance ratio.

The my first QUADRO kit gives you an idea of the numerous options that are possible with the QUADRO system. In particular this includes new models that children and adults alike can design, plan and build together!

The part list of my first QUADRO is according to miniQUADRO UNIMOBIL (Art. 23000) and miniQUADRO DUOMOBIL (Art. 25000).

10 model proposals

*** for the perfect start ***

QUADRO stimulates spatial thinking
Discover the world of QUADRO with the STARTER!

With the STARTER GIANT CONSTRUCTION KIT you can already build fourteen different models which include for example a house, a castle or a corsair. Using the included model manual you will find eight different model proposals. Additional proposals can be viewed and downloaded from our model database at quadroworld.com/models. The STARTER comprises 200 individual components including a round textile (Art: 00363). A multimedia CD including the QUADRO Computer Program which let you create virtual models on your computer is attached to the Kit as well.

The part list of STARTER is according to miniQUADRO UNIMOBIL (Art. 23000) and miniQUADRO DUOMOBIL (Art. 25000).

14 model proposals

*** build your own adventure playground ***

QUADRO stimulates social behavior
build vehicles!

The QUADRO BASIC kit...makes children „mobile“!

The QUADRO BASIC GIANT CONSTRUCTION KIT with 259 components, multimedia CD as well as four special QUADRO wheels, makes it possible to build QUADRO vehicles. These can be designed at your own imagination thanks to the QUADRO system properties.

In addition to the feature to build vehicles the BASIC let you also create a climbing house, a castle, ramp, etc.

The part list of BASIC is according to miniQUADRO UNIMOBIL (Art. 23000) and miniQUADRO DUOMOBIL (Art. 25000).

34 model proposals

*** QUADRO fun on wheels ***

QUADRO stimulates creativity & imagination
The JUNIOR kit...children’s dreams come true!

With 299 components, the JUNIOR GIANT CONSTRUCTION KIT has everything you need to fulfil your modelling dreams. You can build everything from houses to large ramps. In particular, the JUNIOR contains even two round textiles (Art. 003 63) which give your models an individual look.

Whether a moated castle, a sledge or a cupboard for a child’s bedroom - you can build all this and much more with the JUNIOR kit.

The part list of JUNIOR is according to miniQUADRO DUOMOBIL (Art. 25000).

54 model proposals

*** build your own castle ***

QUADRO stimulates sport motor skills
giant models!

The QUADRO UNIVERSAL – infinitely creatively!

By means of the UNIVERSAL GIANT CONSTRUCTION KIT you can build 74 different models. The range extends from the large activity centre to party bar or climbing mountain. The UNIVERSAL is supplied with model manual as well as two round textiles (Art. 00363) and a textile roof (Art. 00353). Many ingenious model proposals can be viewed and downloaded from our model database at quadroworld.com/models. The UNIVERSAL includes 369 individual components and of course the multimedia CD. The QUADRO Computer Program let you create virtual models on your computer.

The part list of UNIVERSAL is according to miniQUADRO DUOMOBIL (Art. 25000).

74 model proposals

*** for even more fun ***
The QUADRO POOL - a successful refreshment!

Every QUADRO POOL has a very stable pool liner which is hung into the well-tried QUADRO frame made of tubes and connectors.

The application areas of QUADRO POOLS are versatile: they can be filled with water, sand or balls. The aluminium profiles supplied along ensure additional stability.

Naturally, POOL LARGE and POOL XXL can be combined with a QUADRO slide and converts your QUADRO model into a real water slide model! Normally you will find something like that only in an adventure park!

1 | POOL SMALL, Art. 109 60
Dimensions (L/W/H): 145 x 85 x 25 cm
This pool is ready for use in many different ways and let parents offer their children first experience with QUADRO and water.

2 | POOL LARGE, Art. 116 70
Dimensions (L/W/H): 245 x 125 x 45 cm
The LARGE pool is ideal for advanced water rats and can be combined with Modular- and Curved Slide.

3 | POOL XXL, Art. 116 80
Dimensions (L/W/H): 325 x 125 x 45 cm
The POOL XXL is the largest pool with a length of 325 cm and is tended for our professional paddlers! It is suitable for Modular, Curved and Integrated Slide.
Bright child eyes!

The QUADRO BALLCAGE - an oasis for playing!

With the QUADRO BALLCAGES you can transform your QUADRO pool into a fully-enclosed ball pit.

The QUADRO BALLCAGES have a stable roof construction with a net stretched across it. Once the net is in place, balls cannot fall out of the ballcage. Children can let off steam without scattering the balls everywhere.

The Ballcage has to be combined with the pool, which has to be ordered separately.

4 | BABY BALLCAGE, Art. 100 60
Dimensions (L/W/H): 125 x 85 x 125 cm
The QUADRO Baby Ballcage is the ideal extension for the smallest QUADRO POOL (1 | POOL SMALL, page 8).

5 | BALLCAGE, Art. 110 40
Dimensions (L/W/H): 245 x 191 x 125 cm
The QUADRO Ballcage is the ideal extension for the QUADRO POOL LARGE (2 | POOL LARGE, page 8).

6 | QUADRO BALLS, Art. 126 00
Diameter: 60 mm
500 colorful balls per bag in blue, green, yellow and red. Children train their balance as well as the Playful handling how to grab and throw harmless balls which are as light as a feather.
Always on the move!

The QUADRO SLIDES – a great performance!

The range of QUADRO SLIDES offers a selection of three different SLIDES as well as a SLIDE EXTENSION.

All slides can be connected with a Garden hose. Sliding then becomes an unfor-gettable water adventure for the kids.

Looking for a cool refreshing? Why not connecting the slides with our POOLS!

Model examples starting on page 14ff at our highlights.

7 | CURVED SLIDE, Art. 100 20
Dimensions (L/W/H): 125 x 85 x 90 cm
Including frame with more than 60 components for even more stability. It can be extended with our MODULAR SLIDE (see page 17)!

8 | MODULAR SLIDE, Art. 100 10
Dimensions (L/W/H): 165 x 48 x 90 cm
Including frame with more than 40 components for even more stability. Great: It can be extended with another MODULAR- or our CURVED SLIDE (see page 17)!

9 | INTEGRATED SLIDE, Art. 100 40
Dimensions (L/W/H): 140 x 50 x 90 cm
The result of more than three decades of product experience. It is incredible warp resistant and does not need ANY screws!
10 | SLIDE EXTENSION, Art. 100 35
Dimensions (L/W): 600 x 80 cm.

Extend your Curved- or Modularslide with the SLIDE EXTENSION from QUADRO.

Who can slide the fastest and furthest? You can organise competitions like this with the SLIDE EXTENSION. Simply place it under the Curved- or Modularslide and the fun can begin.

Note: The membrane material is of very high quality and suitable for outdoor use with 6 year UV stabilisation!

You can see the SLIDE EXTENSION in action on our youtube channel at www.youtube.com/quadroworld
Penalty shoot-outs like pros!

5 different sizes – suitable for any purpose!

You can build the QUADRO GOAL in 5 different sizes. The largest size is suitable for the included QUADRO goal net.

The following sizes are possible (L/W/H):
85 x 45 x 45 cm, 125 x 45 x 85 cm, 165 x 45 x 125 cm, 205 x 45 x 125 cm as well as the maximum construction size of 245 x 65 x 165 cm.

The different sizes makes the QUADRO GOAL suitable for small and large kids.

11 | GOAL SET, Art. 107 50
132 different components

The new version of the QUADRO GOAL SET is now even more stable thanks to the additional cross-brace and aluminium frame!

It can also be anchored to the ground or floor to prevent it from tipping over.

Suitable for all ball games such as football, handball, hockey or ice hockey.

The QUADRO goal net also has special (closable) openings, which let you and your child practice penalty shoot-outs just like the professionals on TV!
UPGRADES
even more ideas for your model!

12 | HOME ACTION KIT, Art. 107 41
Extension for the Giant Construction Kits. Among other things it includes a roof textile, playing bag and 9 panels.

13 | OFFROAD, Art. 133 20
This Giant Construction Kit includes the All-Terrain Wheels and Alu-Profiles which makes him ready for any terrain!

14 | SPECIAL KIT, Art. 107 40
Extension for the Giant Construction Kits. Among other things it includes curved tubes and diagonal connectors.

15 | MOBIL, Art. 103 90
Extension for the Giant Construction Kits. Among other things it includes the QUADRO Multi-wheels which let you build vehicles out of QUADRO.
QUADRO – wonderful properties

Building, climbing, driving, sliding or splashing.

The QUADRO system offers you a lot of flexibility and variety. You do not have to buy all elements at once, but can user-defined combine and add and only as required. You decide whether you want to use QUADRO in the garden or in the children's room.

This adventure playground grows with your child and can be adapted to the available space.

All components are UV resistant, environmentally friendly and suitable for recycling class 5 and 2.

QUADRO stands for quality and assures this with a guarantee of 5 years.
THE QUADRO IDEA
Easy assembling / disassembling in 3 steps
Assembling...fixing the screw...rotate it 90°, done!

INDOOR & OUTDOOR
Over the course of the whole year, in winter and in summer

QUADRO FORMULA
QUADRO grows with your children!
QUADRO components are fully compatible with each other and can be extended as you like!

3D PROGRAM
Design...print...replicate...play!

MODEL DATABASE & SMARTPHONE APP
Over 200 models with construction manual, 360°-View and QDF-Download
The official QUADRO App now available at Google Play Store and Apple App Store!

WITH QUADRO YOU CAN...
build... climb... drive... slide... splash
mini QUADRO

EASY TO BUILD WITHOUT SCREWS

1:5

THE FAMOUS QUADRO IN SCALE 1:5

UNIMOBIL, 230 com., Art. 23000 - compatible with MQQ, STARTER, BASIC, ADVANCED, YOUNGSTER
DUOMOBIL, 460 com., Art. 250000 - compatible with my first QUADRO, STARTER, BASIC, JUNIOR,
UNIVERSAL, ADVANCED, YOUNGSTER, EXPERT, GENIUS, KIT 1 und KIT2

tested · approved · recommended · worldwide · since 1979